Classroom Modernization Project recommendations of 2012/2013
The Classroom Modernization Users Group met on Thursday, February 23, 2012.
Attending: Elizabeth Alderton, Brenda Garza, Nadejda Kaltcheva, Rick DCamp, Susan Cramer, Sarinda Taengnoi,
Ralph Gunderson. Laura Knaapen, Joan Hart, Suzanne Marnocha Julie Lemanski, Nick Dvoracek
Julie Lemanski reported that since the proposals were developed we have learned that the Clow remodeling project of 2013/14 will involve the entire building and not just the departmental offices that had
been vacated. Therefore we are withdrawing 5 projects to upgrade classrooms in Clow to technology
classrooms, as well as a project to place new adjustable instructor’s stations in some Clow rooms. The
Nursing/Ed Project the following year will also involve both classrooms and offices..
Following discussions of the impact of rescheduling classes now held in Clow during the remodeling project, the group recommended that one project be reassigned to Polk basement. Other rooms on campus
which could be upgraded could not be identified either because of the necessity of excessive remodeling
or infrastructure issues, or the lack of certainty of their assignment as general access classrooms.
Discussion took place involving the appropriateness of certain types of projects and how projects were
developed. The grouped decided it would be worthwhile to meet in early October to develop ideas for
proposals. Julie Lemanski will provide data to the committee concerning the numbers and ages of data
projector and computers to see if a replacement cycle could be developed to regularize the number of
machines that have to be replaced each year.
The committee recommended the following projects be funded.
Replacement of general access classroom computers
34 computers

$44, 728

Replacement of general access classroom projectors

$18, 124

6 data projectors from 2002-2003
Replacement of document cameras for general access classrooms
8 document cameras

$11,360

Upgrade Polk 23 to technology enhanced classroom

$12, 778

As far as the remaining budget will allow the following projects were recommended.
Acquisition of equipment to quickly replace failures in Sage Hall
One of each type of device so we can rapidly recover from a mid-semester failure

$42, 570

Upgrade second Polk classroom to technology enhanced classroom

$12, 778
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